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Speaker Introduction

• Executive and Management Responsibilities

• CEO/P&L responsibilities in financial services, software and consulting

• Leadership of individual contributors to executives in pre-IPO companies up to Fortune 500 enterprises

• Organization and Compensation Design for sales, service, engineering, software development, financial and transformation

• Human Capital Management and Data Analytics software experience

• CTO at ADP for 3 businesses (Health & Welfare, COBRA and FSA); Division VP for Product Development at National Account 

Services

• Data Analytics in investment management, manufacturing, media, real estate, database software vendors, and HCM (including 

ADP’s first 2 versions of data and predictive analytics)

• Professional Credentials

• Speaker for Business Week, Data Warehouse Institute, Gartner Group, Project Management Institute, United Business Media 

(COMDEX, InformationWeek, Interop) and New York University

• Double major in Finance and Management from the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania
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Business Drivers
Trends leading to an evolving business environment



Business Drivers

Distributed Workforce

Contract Workers

Proliferation of Business 
Objectives

Multifaceted 
Responsibilities

Traditional Workforce

Modern, Agile Workforce



Distributed Workforce

• Technology and human capital management practices 

are supportive of a growing distributed workforce

• Virtual workspaces, inexpensive videoconferencing and other 

Cloud technologies facilitate the growth of an efficient 

distributed workforce

• Organizations are increasingly forming, running and then 

reallocating cross-functional project teams

• Face-to-face collaboration cannot be replaced but 

telepresence technology reduces the friction
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Distributed Workforce Evolution

• Distributed workforce models 

are not new: In the 1970s, shared 

workplaces existed enabling workers 

to work remotely but out of their homes

• Fast forward to today: Technology and 

remote work models are accelerating 

and costs to implement continue to fall

1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 2020

Early telepresence

IBM PC/AT and 

inexpensive  

modems enable 

remote knowledge 

work

Shared office spaces 

originated in the 1970’s
Hoteling used 

successfully in 

consulting firms

Growth of corporate VPNs

“Cloud computing” coined

Aggressive 

homeshoring

used broadly

Financial crisis exerts 

cost pressure on real 

estate and offices

Today

Distributed Workforce Drivers



Distributed Workforce Impact

• Half the average workforce will soon be remote (Forbes 2018)

• As organizations continue to adopt alternative workplace programs, 

compensation will be more results-based 

• Linking compensation to results requires flexibility in compensation 

structure, efficient review processes and integrated system support

• Compensation management of remote workers requires secure, 

transparent and efficient processes and technology
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Distributed Workforce Comp Impact
How important are the following management policies for organizations using 

alternative workplace programs as compared to those not using the programs?
Q:

Fifth Biennial Global Benchmarking Study 2018

• Evaluation and compensation are increasingly driven by results. 

• Delivering business value is being measured instead of the 

completion of minor tasks.
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Contract Workers

• Contracting work has been part of the economy since the original 

industrial revolution where piecework was performed primarily in homes

• Contracting is now prevalent and growing

• 57.3 million Americans, or 

36% of the workforce, are now 

freelancing as of 2017 (Upwork)

• Google now employs more 

contractors than employees

• By 2027, the majority of the 

U.S. workforce will be contactors 

(Freelancers Union/Upwork 2017)
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Compensating Contract Workers

• Contracting vs. employment can be 

viewed as a different payment 

mechanism rather than a different 

relationship

• Compensating contractors 

effectively can be critical to success

• Example: Uber and Lyft provide bonuses to their contractors

• Variable compensation is a motivator no matter the relationship 

(e.g., sales force vs. sales partners, manufacturers reps)

• Results-based compensation has been successfully used with larger 

contractors for many years to control deadlines, budgets and quality
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Proliferation of Business Objectives

• Business units, departments and individual managers have 

differing goals which can even conflict; alignment is hard!

• Numerous systems, from the simple to the complex, exist to 

measure business performance and thus drive performance; 

some examples

• Balanced Scorecard

• Net Promotor Index for customers

• League Tables (comparative ranking against competitors)

• Business objectives that drive compensation can exist down 

to the team and individual level

• Cross-functional teams can have shared business objectives
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Multifaceted Responsibilities

• Even in very large companies, job roles 

are often a mix of differing 

responsibilities

• Jobs continue to evolve (e.g., 

manufacturing jobs in the U.S. now 

focus on robotics and additive 

manufacturing)

• Economists and HR struggle with 

classifying new jobs (e.g., data 

scientist)

Job posts reflect broader 

responsibilities, especially in 

newer job categories

(percent of job posts requiring 

soft skills)
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Multifaceted Responsibilities, 
Multifaceted Compensation

• Accounting for performance in soft skill areas 

such as collaboration, communication and 

evangelism is difficult in older, rigid models

• As responsibilities change and employees have 

numerous business objectives, they are 

realizing their jobs can be highly personalized

• Naturally, surveys show a strong preference for 

individualized compensation

Employee preferences for 

bonus structure
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Conclusion: Complexity/Flexibility

• Managing compensation 

requires even greater flexibility

• The trend towards multi-faceted

and individualized compensation 

will continue as organizations 

mature and allocate more budget 

to non-salary compensation
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• The drivers listed above, along with other factors are making compensation 

more complex



Conclusion: Complexity/Flexibility (cont’d)

• Labor market tightness 
is making compensation even 
more critical

• 66% of all organizations agree that 
retention is a growing concern 
(Payscale 2019 Compensation Best Practices)

• Top retention drivers listed by 
employees in a recent survey are 
compensation focused:

1. Financial compensation

2. Benefits

3. Growth and earnings potential
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Compensation 
Management Needs
Aligning compensation management to business drivers



Process

• Flexibility – Processes must work smoothly for different 

functions, levels and geographies of an organization

• Multiple approval levels – Compensation must be 

approved, sometimes at multiple levels

• Transparency of process state – Monitoring the workflow of 

approvals should be a simple self-service task

• Automation to obtain, review and approve merit increases

• Spreadsheets should be avoided

• Notoriously highly error prone

• Not secure with the potential for accidental disclosure

• Labor and cost intensive to use and maintain
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Tech / User Experience

Compensation management is a specialized process which typically occurs only once a 

year making the user experience very important

• Implements process – Any system should implement the compensation management 

process rather than the process being dictated by the system; this should include multiple 

levels of review

• Clean – While the underlying compensation structure might be complex, the technology 

for managing it should be simple and understandable

• Focused – Compensation management is a very specific aspect of human capital 

management; the technology should deliver this capability directly and not be buried 

underneath other functions
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Alignment and Transparency

• Flexible objectives should be visible in one place

• Linkage of objectives to compensation should be clear

• Managers should have a complete view of their organization

• The approval process and status should be visible to 

submitters and approvals and not buried in e-mail

• Total comp statements should reflect every aspect of 

the compensation plan and the increase process

• A complete audit trail of the increases and approvals 

should be captured
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Flexibility

• Compensation should drive behavior consistent with the goals of the company from top to bottom

• Motivation should apply to everyone from leadership to 

hourly workers and contractors, empowering them to 

make good decisions for the success of the company

• Flexibility should not involve changing the model 

drastically from year-to-year

• Managers should not have to resort to using 

spreadsheets to determine flexible compensation 

components or merit increases
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Technology

• Integration capabilities are an imperative

• Even with corporate standard systems, HR technology has proliferated

• Large HR departments can have 11 systems of record while learning and development 

may have 22 vendors

• Surfacing data is an even higher level of integration with increasing demand 

being placed on leading HR organizations

• Cloud systems deliver 3.2 times the ROI of on-premise technologies

• Pricing should be elastic and based on the actual number of 

employees/contractors managed by the system
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System Checklist

1. Capability to cascade goals through multiple organizational levels

2. Flexibility to utilize different types of goals, objectives and ratings

3. Ability to reward leaders and employees/contractors based upon achievement 

of a set of goals and objectives tailored to their responsibilities

4. Flexibility to vary compensation based upon different levels of goal 

achievement, in addition to “all or nothing” goals

5. Support for both objective and subjective achievement of goals to enable 

leaders to determine compensation for complex goals

6. Feedback loops to engage leaders and employees/contractors and ensure 

that compensation decisions are clearly communicated and well understood
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Modern Compensation 
Management Examples



Regional Bank Example

Challenge

• Managing multiple incentive plans based on a variety of bank 

wide and branch specific results

• Ensuring that annual merit increases and salary adjustments are 

equitably distributed across the organization

• Spreadsheets have become too complex and prone to errors, 

and incapable of strictly enforcing distribution guidelines
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Before:  Spreadsheets
• Executive Team 

• defines the annual incentive plans

• determines budget amount

• Accounting Team

• manages multiple spreadsheets for each incentive 

program and enters achievements

• HR Team 

• assigns individual targets based on salary grades and 

management responsibilities

• inputs results into master employee spreadsheet

• breaks up master spreadsheet by manager and emails 

for review

• reconstructs master spreadsheet with any final changes 

and manually inputs data into payroll system

Accounting Team

HR Team
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After:  Single solution
• Executive Team 

• defines the annual incentive plans

• determines budget amount

• Accounting Team

• manages achievement levels

• enters quarterly results which automatically calculate component 

scores

• HR Team 

• creates bonus programs

• assigns programs to employees with targets

• controls roles based access to allow managers to review direct 

and indirect employees

• produces export directly to payroll

• uses the same system for merit increases

• Managers

• gain increased visibility to all aspects of their employees’ 

incentive compensation

Accounting Team

HR Team

Manager
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Global Electronics Company Example

Challenge

• Managing multiple incentive plans that include 

individual qualitative and personal goals 

• No visibility for employees

• Using in-house developed system

• Based on an antiquated platform that was no 

longer supported

• The system could not be updated because there 

were no longer developers familiar with the system

• Falling back on manual processes and 

spreadsheets to fill the gaps
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The comprehensive solution

Administrators define the 

Bonus Programs

Employees & Managers set goals

Incentive Plan
clearly defined 
and displayed

Employees and Managers 
can add comments on goals 
throughout the year

Admins and Executives 
can see holistic view of 
the completed process
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Managers enter 
achievements 
which calculate 
the weighted 
scores



Future Considerations



Nice-to-have today…
Prominent in the future

• Increased emphasis on total rewards

• Expectations of Millennials and Generation Z will become more prominent and tilt towards total 

rewards

• Consumerization of IT

• End user demands around user experience reflect consumer mobile and Cloud applications

• Continuous feedback

• As adoption of continuous or more frequent feedback grows, continuous processes will drive 

technology changes

• Analytics

• Analytics and data-driven decisions are already transforming parts of the HR technology landscape
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